CD-1063 Transcription


Bruce Goldwasser:

Side two; JBI concert series, fall 1995. Memorial Concert for Brotherhood. The St. Andrew Avilleno Choir, directed by Margaret Joyce, present “Love One Another,” based on Bishop Mugavero’s motto by Roff, “The Love God Had for Us” by Curry, “Be Not Afraid” by Duffert, and concludes with the lovely “Canon in D” by Pachelbel.

Choir:

[“Love One Another”] [00:42]-[03:01]
[“The Love God Had for Us”] [03:02]-[04:43]
[“Be Not Afraid”] [04:43]-[09:09]
[“Canon in D”] [09:10]-[14:27]

Bruce Goldwasser:

The Choir of Temple Beth Sholom will return with “Thou Shalt Love” by Friedman, “Jerusalem is Mine” by Karen, and “Song of Galilee” by Chajes.

Choir:
Bruce Goldwasser:

Now, the Choirs join forces again for “How Good it is to Thank the Lord” by Levandovsky, “Thanks to Thee” by George Frederic Handel, and “Peace Song” by Berman.

Choirs:

“How Good it is to Thank the Lord” [22:45]-[24:23]
“Thanks to Thee” [24:29]-[27:32]
“Peace Song” [27:34]-[31:00]

Bruce Goldwasser:

Now, I have the honor of officiating at the traditional Jewish commemoration of the dead, for Bishop Francis J. Mugavero and Rabbi Marc H. Tanenbaum, whose Hebrew name was Mordecai [Hayim Benavraham?]. I will be joined by Cantor Abrevaya, as she chants [Elle molay rochamin?].

[31:32] O God full of compassion, eternal spirit of the universe, [spare?] perfect rest under the wings of your presence, for our loved ones [with that?] with eternity. Master
of mercy, let them find refuge forever in the shadow of your wings, and let their souls be bound up in the bond of eternal light. Eternal God, as their inheritance, may they rest in peace and let us say [32:00] amen.

**Choir:**

[music] [00:32:02]-[36:26]

**Bruce Goldwasser:**

And we all say amen.

**All:**

Amen.

**Bruce Goldwasser:**

The concert concludes with the two choirs and congregation singing “Let There Be Peace on Earth” by Miller and Jackson.

**Choirs:**

[“Let There Be Peace on Earth”] [36:40]-[40:29]

**Bruce Goldwasser:**

May I express, on behalf of the Jewish Braille Institute, and myself, our deep appreciation to the Northeast Queens Catholic-
Jewish Relations Council for permission to present this concert. And to the St. Andrew Avellino Choir, directed by Margaret Joyce, and the Temple Beth Sholom Choir, directed by our cantor, Hilda Abrevaya, for their heartfelt performances. This is Rabbi Bruce Goldwasser, wishing you shalom. End of Side Two.
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